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Introduction



Property Testing

Sublinear-time,

approximate, randomized decision algorithms that

make local queries to their input.

• Big dataset: too big

• Expensive access: pricey data

• “Model selection”: many options

• “Good enough:” a priori knowledge

Need to infer information – one bit – from the data: quickly, or

with very few lookups.
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“Is it far from a kangaroo?”
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Property Testing

Introduced by [RS96, GGR96] – has been a very active area since.

• Known space (e.g., {0, 1}N)

• Property P ⊆ {0, 1}N

• Oracle access to unknown x ∈ {0, 1}N

• Proximity parameter ε ∈ (0, 1]

Must decide

x ∈ P vs. dist(x ,P) > ε

(has the property, or is ε-far from it)
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Distribution Testing

Now, our “big object” is a probability distribution over a (finite)

domain.

• type of queries: independent samples*

• type of distance: total variation

• type of object: distributions

*Disclaimer: not always, as we will see.
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Our Problem



Uniformity testing

We focus on arguably the simplest and most fundamental property:

uniformity.

Given samples from p: is p = u, or TV(p,u) > ε?

Oh, and we would like to do that for high-dimensional distributions.
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Uniformity testing: Good News

Its is well-known ([Pan08, VV14], and then [DGPP16, DGPP18]

and more) that testing uniformity over a domain of size N takes

Θ(
√
N/ε2) samples.
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Uniformity testing: Bad News

In the high-dimensional setting (we think of {−1, 1}n with n� 1)

that means Θ(2n/2/ε2) samples, exponential in the dimension.
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Uniformity testing: Good News

In the high-dimensional setting with structure* testing uniformity

over {−1, 1}n takes Θ(
√
n/ε2) samples [CDKS17].

∗ when we assume product distributions.
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Uniformity testing: Bad News

We do not want to make any structural assumption. p is, a priori,

arbitrary.

So what to do?
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Subcube Conditioning

Variant of conditional sampling [CRS15, CFGM16] suggested

in [CRS15] and first studied in [BC18]: can specify assignments of

any of the n bits, and get a sample from p conditioned on those

bits being fixed.

Very well suited to this high-dimensional setting.
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Testing Result

[BC18] showed that subcube conditional queries allow uniformity

testing with Õ(n3/ε3) samples (no longer exponential!).

Surprisingly, we show it is sublinear:

Theorem (Main theorem)

Testing uniformity with subcube conditional queries has sample

complexity Õ(
√
n/ε2).

(immediate Ω(
√
n/ε2) lower bound from the product case)
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Ingredients

This relies on two main ingredients: a structural result analyzing

random restrictions of a distribution; and a subroutine for a related

testing task, mean testing.
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Structural Result (I)

Definition (Projection)

Let p be any distribution over {−1, 1}n, and S ⊆ [n]. The

projection pS of p on S is the marginal distribution of p on

{−1, 1}|S |.

Definition (Mean)

Let p be as above. µ(p) ∈ Rn is the mean vector of p,

µ(p) = Ex∼p[x].
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Structural Result (II)

Definition (Restriction)

Let p be any distribution over {−1, 1}n, and σ ∈ [0, 1]. A random

restriction ρ = (S, x) is obtained by (i) sampling S ⊆ [n] by

including each element i.i.d. w.p. σ; (ii) sampling x ∼ p.

Conditioning p on xi = xi for all i ∈ S gives the distribution p|ρ.
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Structural Result (III)

Theorem (Restriction theorem, Informal)

Let p be any distribution over {−1, 1}n. Then, when p is “hit”

by a random restriction ρ as above,

Eρ
[
‖µ(p|ρ)‖2

]
≥ σ · ES

[
TV(pS,u)

]
.
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Structural Result (IV)

Theorem (Pisier’s inequality [Pis86, NS02])

Let f : {−1, 1}n → R be s.t. Ex[f (x)] = 0. Then

Ex∼{−1,1}n [|f (x)|] . log n · Ex,y∼{−1,1}n

[∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

i=1

yixiLi f (x)

∣∣∣∣∣
]
.

Theorem (Robust version)

Let f : {−1, 1}n → R be s.t. Ex[f (x)] = 0 and G = ({−1, 1}n,E )

be any orientation of the hypercube. Then,

Ex∼{−1,1}n [|f (x)|] . log n · Ex,y∼{−1,1}n

[∣∣∣ ∑
i∈[n]

(x,x(i))∈E

yixiLi f (x)
∣∣∣].
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Mean Testing Result (I)

Consider the following question: from i.i.d. (“standard”) samples

from p on {−1, 1}n, distinguish (i) p = u and (ii) ‖µ(p)‖2 > ε.

Remarks

No harder than uniformity testing. Can ask the same for

Gaussians: p = N(0n, In) vs. p = N(µ,Σ) with ‖µ(p)‖2 > ε.
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Mean Testing Result (II)

Theorem (Mean Testing theorem)

For ε ∈ (0, 1], `2 mean testing has (standard) sample

complexity Θ(
√
n/ε2), for both Boolean and Gaussian cases.
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Mean Testing Result (III)

Main idea
Use a nice unbiased estimator that works well in the product case:

Z =
〈 1

m

m∑
j=1

X (2i),
1

m

m∑
j=1

X (2i−1)
〉

E[Z ] = ‖µ(p)‖22, and Var[Z ] ≈ ‖Σ(p)‖2F .

If the test fails...
it means the variance is too big, and so ‖Σ(p)‖2F � n. So build p′

on {−1, 1}(
n
2) with µ(p′) = Σ(p) and test that one... again, and

again, and again.
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Putting it together (I)

To get from the above ingredients to our main theorem, we rely on

the following (simple) lemma:

Lemma (Recursion Lemma)

Let p be a distribution on {−1, 1}n. For any σ ∈ [0, 1],

TV(p,u) ≤ ES

[
TV(pS,u)

]
+ Eρ

[
TV(p|ρ,u)

]
.

Now we recurse...
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Putting it together (II)

Start with p, far from uniform. Hit it with a random restriction:

one of the two terms has to be at least ε/2.

• If it’s the first, by our structural lemma the mean has to be

large.* Apply our mean testing algorithm.

• If it’s the second, then we have the same testing question on

n/2 variables. Recurse.
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Conclusion



Upshot

• In high dimensions, testing is expensive. Either you assume

structure, or assume access.

• Surprinsingly, both lead to the same (huge) savings!

• New notion of random restriction for distributions, analysis via

isoperimetry. Further applications?

• Mean testing for Gaussians. Previously unknown (?*)
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Thank you.

Questions?
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